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OPTICAL DIAGNOSTICS FOR CONDENSED-PHASE

SHOCK-COMPRESSED MOLECULAR SYSTEMS*

S. C. Schmidt, D. S. Moore and J. W. Shaner

ABSTRACT

Experimental techniques capable of obtaining information about the

molecular phenomenol~?gy in the region through and immediately behind the

shockfront during the shock-coupressiou of condensed-phase molecular

systems are discussed and compared. Difficulties associated with perform-

ing measurements in this region are briefly rev:ewed. Some concomitant

static experiments that can he used to complement the dynamic measurements

are suggested. Developm(?ntsand advances expected in d!.agnostictechniques

during the next few years are summarized.

* -.—.—
Work supported by the LS Department of Energy.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

P]:esently most hydrodynamics codes model explosive behavior by

treatilg a heterogeneous explosive as an effecti~-e medium that is a

continuuml’2 (EMC) that chemically reacts according to either a pressure

depenflent or Arrher$s kinetics rate law. One or more parametlzrsare used

to incorporate the global chemical behavior, hydrodynamic phenomenology and

effects of material heterogeneity. Essentia2.ly no effort is made to

inco];porateartyof the microscopic details of the shock-compression/energy

release phenomenology that constitutes the detonation process. In the past

few years, several studies3-8 have been started that attempt to improve the

met’]odology of defining the EMC from a single component to one that

incorporates Ldcas such as not spots, voids or multicomponents. A short

ov(twiew of these developments is given by Lee and Taner. 3 Figure 1

conceptually depicts what we believe are the essential components of

ar,alytical models which can be used to describe detonation and shock-wave

propagation in heterogeneous and homogeneous condensed-phase materfala.

I!omogcneous materials are included , because there is evidence to suggest

‘:hatthese materials do not remain hydrodynamically homogeneous during

9 The dotted line segment in Fig, 1 portray~ currentshock-compression.

10 (SCT) may bepractices. In the future, statistical continuum theories

used to generate the EMC. The degree of sophistication of tt.etheory will

reflect our level of understanding of the microsccpie, physical chemistry

and fluid mechanic proceoses. Id~ally, we would like to start with pure

components and model the interactive behavior of these components with the

medium, A more practical objective might be to understand and d:scribe,

using n SCT, the global beh~vior of explosive and binder decomposition and

reaction in the heterogeneous hydrodynnmi,cenvironment. ‘l%~rear~ several

ll-’f of such tneorics being uued to describeexamples in tht3l.ir,erature

mechan!cnl and electromagnetic !;avaprogapntion in heterogeneous mtat~rials.

Using an SCT to describe aIId model Qxploaivt!n will reqttire

considarnbly more experimental data than I.a available. For exnmple, wa

would like to know to ~hat “nt,ata”the axplonive crystal and binder ara

being shock-compressed and what ia the subsequent reaction history. (huge

expcrlmoutel yield only thermodyn~mic parastater6. Shock-recovtaty
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experiments allow only a determination of the final products after

:pansion and cooling and give no dfrect information about the species

ne<iately behfnd the shock front or reaction zone. Some of the Gptical

tehniques described in this paper potentially can be used to obtain this

infcrmatlon. In particular we are hoping that Raman scattering, ustd in a

clevi?rfashion with appropriate test materials can be used to ascertain the

structu?e and initial reaction steps of explosive crystals. Raman

spectroscopy has already been used to make temperature estimates of shocked

explosives.18’19 Another example of data required to implement a SCT is the .

hydrodynamic behavior of heterogeneous matt~rials. To our knowledge there

are few or no experiments jn progress which will provide information which

can be used to construct a SCT prescription for explosives.

A nearer tem application of molecular level optical diagnostic

techniques is to attempt to understand the microscopic details of the

energy transfer end chemical reaction paths followed by media during shock

compressio~’. With such information, it may be possible to specify and

design particular reactive molecules for specific applications.

The goal of this paper is to discuss and evaluate experimental tech-

r,iquesthat appear useful to determic.e the phenomenology througl, and

immediately behind a shock-front during shock-compression of mole:ular

systems. The phenomenology of particular interest is the microscopic

physirnl and chemical behavior that occurs in this region and the coupling

mechanisms of the microscopic processes to hydrodynamic and energy

Lrnnnport pl~enomena.

We hav~ chosen to separate potential dingno~tf.t:techniques into four

‘:~t~%orj.@~:(1) thOSQ that contribute directly to dcduciw phencmcnology

/rem a real-time measurement in the region of interest; (2) those that con-”

tribute indirectly in that phcnornenolugy~s ~nferred from mensurcrnentsmade

otitsidethe domain of interest; (3) complementary experimcnt~ on non-shock-

compretisedsystems and (4) tihoseexptirimcntswhose rcsultm cannot be uned

to Jet.ermin~ phenomenolo~y but sarve ws constraints in modeljng behavior.

Historically, most diagnostic techniquoa kor studying condensed phnsu

shock-wav6 phenom?na have fallen into categorl.entwo and four. In thie
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d~~cu~sfo~ we wfll focus primarily on cat(:gory one: direct realtime

measurements through and immediately behind tk.e shock-front. Possible

complementary measurements at h?.ghpressure and temperature, i.e..category

3, will also be discussed because such results are useful in the interpre-

tation of category 1 experiments and may ser. R to elucidate some of the

unique features of the shock-front.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDEMTIONS

Prfor to discussing diagnostic techniques. several problems associated

with conducting condensed-phase shock-wave.experiments will be reviewed.

These difficulties have historically limited the ability to conduct experi-

ments 5n the adverse conditions throufihand immediately bahind the shock-

front. The success of any technfque can probably be measured in its

ability to circumvent one or more of these problems.

For many materials shoe!;waves are believed to be of the order of 1 u

thickness.2C’21 The passageor less in time through the front of n

1 p-thick shock whose velocity is 5 km/see is thun of the order of 200 psec

or less. Hence, if we desire to temporally a~d spatially resolve a mea-

surement through a shock-front (5 data poitits),the diagnostic technique

selected must be capable of spatial and temporal resolutions of 0.2 v and

40 psec, respectively. Condensed-phase chemtcal reaction times can be of

the order of 1 psec, thus necessitating even better temporal resolution.

However, if all that is desired is to resolve features in the fewmm long

reglen behind the shnck-front where relaxation i~nd reaction processes rag

occur, then these requiremurttsnre drastically reduced.

optical techniques offer some potclltlalfor achieving measurements

within these stated Ilmitatjons. However, with such methods some addition-

al complications arise. M&ny materinls are oiaque or becomn opaque when

shock-compressed. Consequently, the use of optical diagnostic techniques

will be limited to a few selvct materials primarily for phenomenology

studies. Such studies may, however, have tremendous poten:l.alwhen used in

conjunction with other techniques for determining phencunenologyof shock-

c.ompressedmaterials. Two other difficulties inherent in optical shock-
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wave diagnostic techniques are the changes in material refractive index

tl13c accsmpany the density changes characteristic of shock waves and the

possibility of photochemistry induced by the cptical probes. Figure 2

shows the path deviation that occurs when an o~tici~l beam is passed through

a shock-compressed system. The trailing shock wave near the sample

Lound.aries tends to bend the optical beam away from the shock-front thus

making prediction of the expected optical path difficult. kly shock-f-ont

curvature will compound this difficulty. If the shock velocity in the

wtndows is greater than in the sample, additional complications could arise

frou the effect of the more complex wave stru~tui-e on windcw transmission.

Many molecules ~ndergo photochemical reactions when exposed to light, par-

ticularly that in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum. If these

reactions are fast compared to the characteristic time of the optical diag-

nostic, measurements could include the effects of both the shock stimulus

and the photochemical reaction.

Measurements made using inhomogeneous samples often are averages over

the nonuniformities and consequently do not reflect the details of the mi-

crostructure. For materials like granular explosives, the Inhomogeneous

nature is readily apparent Qnd experiments are interpreted accordingly.

For samples thought to be homogeneous, ambiguities can arise. For example,

g of the shock-frontFig. 3 depicts two image-intensifier-camera pictures

of detonating nitromethane and an 83% nltromethane/20Z acetone mixture.

Liquids are often thought to be homogeneous materials. However, these

pictures show that ml.crostructureexists in the vicir,ity of the shock-

front. Also, nothing J.s known about microstructure in the region

immediately behind the si~ock front. When performl.ng experiments on

nitromcchane or similar s’lbstances,especially experiments utilizing opti-”

cal techniques where a spatial resolution of tenq of microns ~s desired,

one mugt be aware that results may actually reflect an average over a

smaller characteristic mlcroetructure. Conversely, a single measurement

with spatial resolution t3ma11.er than the microstructure may be

mfsf.nterpretedas representative of the average material.
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Shock recovery experiments are often used to observe chemical and

physical changes through and immediately behind the shock-front. However,

these changes occur not only in the high pressure and temperature region at

the shock front, but also in the somewhat lower pressures and temperatures

<n the expansion region. Inability to separate these two effects makes the

interpretation of these experiments difficult.

111. DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

In this section we will discuss several established and potentially

cseful diagnostic techniques which can be used to study the behavior of

shock-compressed molecular systems. As stated previously, those experi-

ments that yield results elucidating microscopic phenomenology through and

immediately behind the shock-front will be emphasized. Other established

methods, such as shock recovery, conductivity and gauge techniques, are

well known historically.

A. Direct Techniques

Two methods have been identified as potentially c~pable of having

either suffic::nt temporal or spatial resolution for measurements in the

shock-front region: (1) Fast Optical Spectroscopic and Scattering Tech-

niques and (2) Pulsed X-Ray Techniques. Because sub-nanosecond coherent

x-ray sources capable of probing a shock front are still to be developed,

the optical methods are

10 Optical Methods

the ❑ost realizable in the near future.

a. Absorption~Emisslon spectroscopy-. Emission spectroscopy 02-—. .—

condensed-phase shock-compressed chemically reacting and inert materials

has been reported by many authors. These measurements have been used both

to dctermtne tempc1atures20’22-33 and L) identify spectral features

20,24,27,34-38 resulting from shock-compres~ion. Other investigations of

emission during shock-compression havQ been reviewed by Davison and

Crshtim.40
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Calculation of temperature using either the brightness or the multi-

color method usually requires additional knowledge and assumptions about

the emissivity and optical depth of the radiating source~. Failure to

recognize this can result in an incomplete interpretation of the observed

phenomenon. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 a 6,000 K black body source

viewed through a 4,000 K black body will not be observed since the

radiation is absorbed and re-remitteu at the temperature of the intemc [ng

2°>26 during the shock-compression oflayer. This effect has been obzened

ionic crystals. Figure 4 also shows results of changing the emissivity of

the 4,000 K layer from 1.0 to G and 0.9. Radiation measured in the case of

emissivity equal to 0.9 could easily be misinterpreted as originating from

a 4,650-K black body. Brightness and color temperatures, as obsened in a

series of experiments using shock-compressed plastic bonded explosive (PBX)

9404,30>31 could also be incorrect because of surface inhomogeneities

similar to those depicted in Fig. 3.

To date, most observed emission spectra have been grey-body in

character, however, in sore:cases, both for inert and reacting materials,

spectral features which differ from grey-body radiation have been detected.

Triboluminesc[nce and nor;-grey-bodyr;~di.ationhave been observed for shock-

compressed quartz20,27,34,35 andother materials.28 Spectral fe&tures have

been noted for shock-cc~mpressed 1,3,=,-trl.nitro-1,3,5triazacyclohexane

37,38 For the RDX(RDX)24,36 and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN).

observations, complementary Raman scattering36 measurements aided in inter-

pretation of the data. Generally the potential for emission spectroscopy

has riotbeen fully exploited.

In ordet to use emission spectroscopy for determining phenomenology

through and immediately behind the shock-front, two major obstacles must be

overcome. First, an experiment with adequate time resolution must b~ de-

vised . As was discussed previously, a temper.?l.resolut~on of 40 psec is

probably necesuary for shock fronts. l%is I solution may be achieved uging

electronic streaking cameras. Second, a method of separating shock-front

emission from background radiance must be found. Figure 5 suggests a pos-

sible experiment. Here, as the shock-front progresses from the opaque xn~u

the transparent rnateri.als$the transparent material can be viewed as
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for Interpreting emission spectra from such sources, providing a measure-

ment can be made ae each new la:yer is added. Even though emission

intensities can be expected to be small for relatively thin optical depths,

existing electronic streaking cameras equipped with intensifiers may be

capable of recording the emission with ❑ore than adequate time reaolutlon.

Such emission spectra should yield features useful for tLe deduction of the

microscopic phenomenology through the shockfront. Some advantages and dif-

ficulties of emission spectroscopy are given in Table I.

Absorption spectroscopy measurements of shock-compressed materials

have been used to study mechanisms of light absorption20?25-4g index of

refraction changes,20,40,50-54 and the shift of absorption bands during

shock-compression.55-61 Davison and Graham40 have recently reviewed experi-

❑ents which ❑easure changes in the refraction index. Generally, absorption

measurements have been performed in the visible and ultraviolet regions of

the cpectrum using instruments of relatively 10V dispersive power.

“Figure 6 shows Lhe absorption exper~~ents used by Duvall et al.57-61 Two

techniques, one with the flashlamp light source located in the projectile

and one with the reflecting surface removed from shock effects, represent

improvements over previously used methods. During the experiment absorp-

tion occurs primarily in the steady-state region behind the shock front and

the shift of the absorption bands is assumed to occur immediately on

passage through the shock-front. Shifts in absorption bands can be used to

infer changes in molecular energy levels. However, interpretation can be

difficult since the details of vibronic state energy levels are complex and

❑ay not be understood. If, in such an experiment, spatially resolved

measurements are de~tred through and in the region immediately behind the

shock front, “mowledge of pressure, temperature, density and reaction

phenomenology along the absorption path must be used to deconwlute the

spectra. Ewald and David44-45 have obse~ed spatially resolved changee

behind the shock front of the absorption spectra of uranyl chlolide

soluti~na using the experimental configuration depicted In Fig. 3. Spatial

resolution was t 1 mm.
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?lolezularvibrational transitions occur in the infrz.ed region of the

spectrum where sensitive fast detection systems are not yet available. ‘

Techniques employing stimulated electronic Raman scattering down conversion

of short pulse length broadband visible radiation to longer wavelengths for

use as a broadband infrared absorption source and then stimulated ~lec-

tronic Raman scattering and parametric up conversion of the transmitted

signal to the visible for detection may be usable for fast infrared absorp-

tion spectroscopy of shock-compressed materials. The system developed by

Bethune etal.62-64 isshown in Fig. 7. Spectral and temporal resolutions

achieq~edare 0.5 cm-1 and 10 nsec respectively. Adopting this technique to

shock wave studies would require transmission and reflection of the infra-

red beam in shocked materials or through shocked windows. Other advantages

and disadvantages for absorption spectroscopy are given in Table 1.

b. Luminescence. We include in this category all forms of light

emission from a material in which thermal energy is not the mechanism of

excitation to the radiating state. Electroluminescence is luminescence

resulting from strong-electric-field acceleration of electrons or tons to

optical energies.20’65-68 Chemiluminescence results when energy releasG,din

a chemical reaction is radiated as light. In a d...onationor shock-com-

pression induced chemical reaction, the luminescence might appear as an

increased intensity above that expected from a black body spectrum.

20,35,66 is thought toAnother form of luminescence, triboluminescence

result from the fracturing of material; it may be an electroluminescence

effect. Luminescence has also been obsemed in shock-tomprassed porous

solids.67$69-71 The large strains il,ducedby shock waves can also produce

transient localized effects, such aS compressing tlapped gases to

material.71 Such an effecttemperatures above those of the surrour,ding

would yield radiation intensities ~n excess of the black body levels based

on the material temmrature. Reported observations of luminescence from

shock-comprec~ed materials resulting from any of the above effects have

received limited use for ascertaining the phenomenology durl.ng shock-corn”.

pressfon. Perhapa better temporal and spatial resolution of the emitted

radiation would aid interpretation.
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subsequent to excitation by the absorption of

the name given to the fluorescence which

forbidden tecay process, long after excita-

tion has ceased. Fluorescence is frequently used as a diagnostic to stl

intra- and inter-molecular collisionally activated processes and to measure

relaxation rates72 for vibronic and vibrational states. Current techniques

use lasers as exciting sources to selectively populate a single energy lev-

el. Fast emission spectroscopy is then used to monitor the population in

the initially excited energy level, as well as the manifold of states to

which the excited state converts by collisional or unimolecular processes

(Fig. 8). The character of the emiesion band Is determined by the intra-

molecular relaxation or tne internal conversion time and the radiative

lifetime of the pertinent states. Data interpretation can be complicated.

A useful variation of this technique is optical-optical double-rescnance

spectroscopy.73 For example, an initial infrared pulse can be used to

excite a vibrational level in the ground electronic state. A second laser

pulse, temporally delayed with respect to the first, excites the m~lecule

to an energy level in a higher electronic state. Ths relaxation of the

intermediate level is mapped out by monitoring the inrensity of emission of

the higher electronic state as a function of the delay time between the two

excitation pulues.

To date, fluorescence and phosphorescence techniques have been used to

74 but have not been applied tostudy materials under static high pressure

con~ensed-phase shock-compressed systems. Fluorescence may be a good

method for determining intra- and inter-molecular energy transfer

mechanisms for vibronic states (Table I). Emission intensities, although

not as large as the beam intensities of the soherent scattering techniques

to be dfscussed below are sufficiently strong tc be observed usinfi

picosecond techniques. Discrimination against a bright thermal back-round

may al~o complicate their use in shock-wave applications. Double resonance

techniqu~s, if usable, would produce signals only where Lhe beams overlap

and consequently would permit better spatial resolution.
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C9 Spontzneou9 Ramaa Spectroscopy In shock-compression systems was

37 Subsequently the techniquefirst performed In detonating crystalline RDX.

haa been used to measure the temperature of detonating nitromethane:9,75

and to look at the frequency shifts of vibrational ‘~andsof detonating PETN

and RDX.76’77 !.I.amanBattering measurement has recently been perfoxnnedin

water that was shock-compressed using a high velocity gas gun.78

Raman scattering is the inelastitiscatterir.gof light from molecules

(Fig. 9). The scattering cross-section mud hence the detection sensitivity

are considerably smaller than for dipole emission/absorption processes (see

Table 11). The small scattering cross-section becomes particularly

re?,evant when the scattering medium has a large background emission level

?Ich as might be true in a hot shock-compressed mat~rial. ThiS difficulty

.1 be overcome to some,.,. degree by using a short wavelength exciting

irequency; however, care must be taken to avoid interfering fluorescence

from photochemically produced species.

Since Raman scattering occurs into 4 n steradians. detection can be
.“

made at an angle to the exciting beam so that spatial %esolution is

determined by either the diffraction limit of the optical r.omponentsor the

sensitivit~ of the detector and the ❑agnitude of the sicatterlug cross-sec-

tion. This is a :;ignificantadvantage zompared to diFule emisslon/abeorp-

tion techniques where the observed light results from emission/absorption

along a path length. Temporal resolution is limited by the sensitivity of

the detector, th~ pulse duration of tha exciting laser and the magnitude of

the scattering cross-section. Figure 10 shows schematically the Raman

scnttcring experiments75-77 used to mei+curc temperatures via Stokes-anti-

Stokes intens’Lty r~tios and vibrational frequency shifto for shock-

compresscd an(’rletonntingenergetic materials An explosively driven plane

wave ~encrator was used to generate a shock S,nthe sample. ,4pin signal in

conjunction with n tima delay was used to Q-switch the laser after the

shock-front hnd traveled a few mm into the sample. The laser pulse was

directed into the sample norm~ilto the -hock front. For both cxperirneuts

scattering was observed at 90° to Lhc incident exciting radiation. Timing

accuracy of the laser pulficwith respect to passage of the ohqck frcnt wlI?3

~f the ordr.r of 0,1 IIS. The Information that can be gainc4 from these
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klncisof experiments is primarily the shifts in ❑olecular energy luvela

resulting from shock-compression and an estimate of the vibrational

temperature in the regi~a behind the shock front. Although Good spatial

resolution is possible, these experiments will have difficulty because the

refractive intiexeffects discussed earlier make precise optical alignment .

difficult. In addi:ion, the small signal Intensities, particularly when

viewed against high emission backg~ounds, wiil Mmft the ability uf Reman

scattering to detect species with small concentrations. Advantages and

disadvantages of spontaneous Reman scattering are given in Table II.

Resonance Raman scattering nccurs when the exciting frequency is in

resonance or near resonance with an actual electronic transition of t“,e

system.79C80 For discrete and continuum resonance Raman scattering, the

scattered intensity can increase dramatically both for fundamentals and

overtones and relentive resonance enhancement can occur for select species.

Emission lifetimes from excited states can also become long due to the

onset of resonance fluorescence. In addition, since laser radiation is

being absorbed by the sample, co~plications from photochemistry and sample

heating can be expected. Time resolved nsec and psec resonanca Reman

experiments80r8~ have been performed at ambient conditions.spectroscopy

Generally signal averaging was used to Improve signal-to-noise ratios.

Results of s~ngle pulse experiments80 while improved compared to

spontaneous Raman scattering intensities, do not show particularly good

signal-to-noise ratios. Pulsed resonance Raman scattering ❑easurements may

be possible in shock-compressed systems to determine vibrational overtones

if the actual electronic transitions are known, however, gating of the de-

tector m?.yhtbe required to eliminata fluorescence effacts. Under ahock-

compression this technique would also suffer from the same alfgnment and

timing difficulties as spontaneous Rtuuanscattering cxper~,ments (Tablo 11).

d. Coherent Rnmnn S~ectroecopy. Several coherent naman. -—.— — ...-—— scattering

techniques are ava:lable (Fig. 11). Advantages of thesa techniques,

primnrily because of large scnttrring Intensities ●nd the beam like nature

of the scattered signal (Table 11) are increased detection sensitivity,

temporal resolution limito approaching laser pulse lengthe and poesible

spntial resolution approaching tho diffraction limit of the optical compo-
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nents. As with using all optical ❑ethods in shock-wave applications, opti-

cal accessibility because of material opacity or particulate scattering

remains a major difficulty with the coherent Reman techniques.

Backward-stimulated Raman scattering (BSRS) has been obsemed in

shock-compressed benzene.82 83,84 (Fig. 11)Stimuhted Reman scattering

occurs when the incident laser intensity in a medium exceeds a threshold

level and generates a strong, stimulated, Stokes beam. The threshold level

is determined by the Raman cross-section and linewidth of the transition

and by the focusing ;>arametersof the incident beam. Typical threshold

intensities are -10-100 GW/cm2. Figure 12 illustrates the arrangement used

for a backward stimulated Raman scatter?.ngexperiment. An aluminum projec-

tile of known velocity from a 51-mm-diam 3.3-m-long gas gun impacted an

aluminum target plata producin8 a shock wave vhich ran forward into a 9 to

n-mm-thick benzene sample. Standard d~ta reduction techniques85 using

published shock-velocity/particle-velocity data86 were used to determine

the state of the shock-compressed benzene. A single 6-ns-long frequency-

dolibled Nd-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser pulse was focused

through the qu. :Z window to a point in the benzene 2 to 6 mm in front of

the rear sample wall. The timing eequence was determined by the incoming

pro~ectile, Interruption of a HcNe laser beam, in conjunction with an ap-

propriate time delay, triggered the laser flash lamp approximately 300 IJe

prior to impact. A time-of-arrival pin activated Just ocfore impact and

the appropriate time delay served to Q switch the lascz Just prior to the

shock wave striking the quartz window and after it wan well p.lstthe foe ,1

point of the incident laser light.

In llquld benzcnep 87 ‘1 hasthe V1 ajncmetricstretching mode at 992 cm

the lowest thtcshold for stimulated Raman scattering inrluced by 532-rim

Sight, and wns the transition obocrvcd in these expcrimcnta. As depict[~d

in Fig. Ll, the backwnrd stl.mulated Raman beam was separated from the

incident lnucr by menne ol!a dichroic filtec and w~m then focused onto the

10-p-wide entrnnce IJlitof a l-m Czerny-Turnar spectrograph equippnd with a

1200-broovao/mm grating u~ed in f.rat order. Figure 13 shows the rcsultins

spectro8rnm for bcnzcna ahcck-compressed to 0.92 GPa. The reflected

incident lamer iine and the backward eti.mulatad Brillouin-scattering line
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at 532 nm are obsenable, as e.rethe backward stimulated Reman-scattering

line from the shocked sample and the backward stimulated Raman-scattering

line from ambient benzene. The latter feature resulted as a consequence of

the shock w~ve having passed only about two-thirds of the way through the

sample, and hence a stimulated Reman signal was also obtained from the

unshocked liquid.

The frequency shift of the Reman line has small contributions of

‘1 becau~e the light crosses the moving interface bc-approximately 0.1 cm

tween two media of different refractive Indicefland because of the material

88 Since thase errorsmotion behind the shock wave. are considerably less

‘1 for the measured frequencythan the experimental uncertainty of * 0.5 cm

shifts and are a small fraction of the shift due to compression, no attempt

was made to correct the data for these effects.

Figure 14 gives the measured shift of the VI ring-stretching mode

vibrational wave number versus pressu?e of the shocked benzene. Obsen’a-. .
tion of the ring-stretching ❑ode at 1.18 GPa strongly suggests that benzene

molecules still existed several millimeters behind the shock wave at this

pressure, but does not, however, exclude some decomposition.89

Signal beam intensities using BSRS are sufficiently large that film

can be used as a detector. The large incident intensities required, howev-

er, can cause damage to optical components near focal points. Spati.~1and

temporal resolution (Table II) are determined by the confocal parameter of

the focusing lens and the incident lacer pl~lseduration. The BSRS tach-

nique also suffers becauoe only certain molecules produce stimulated Raman

scattering and of th~se molecules only the lowest threshold ttansitlon can

be observed. Therefore, stimulated Rarnanscattering is probably best. ~lsed

as a diagnostic to look at single select spectea in the steady region

behind the iront of a supported shock.

Jnverae Ramaa or stimula~ed hmnn loss spectroscopy 90s91 (Fig. 11) has

been ~uggestedg2 and used as a diagnost~ technique for shock-compressed

systems. Scattering can occur at inc{ ‘t.nt power levels considerably below

those required for stimulated Rnmnn mcatterlng by overlapping t!m pump beam
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with a beam, usually a broadband source, at the anti-Stokes frequeacy.

Radiation is scattered from the broadband source (appeara as an absorption)

into the pump frequency. No threshold intecsity exists aa in the case of

stimulated Raman scattering. Hence, the complete Raman-active spectrum,

with sufficient intensity to overcome fluoresrenc~? aud other background

effects, should be visible.

Since phase matching la not required aa in many of the coherent tech-

niques discussed later, several geom.tric arrangement are possible.

Figure 15 shows a schematic of an inverse Reman experiment used to ❑easure

vibrational frequency shifts tn shock-compressed cyclohexane, nitromethane

PETN.33 Spatialand single crystal and temporal resolution (Table II)

should be the diffraction limit of the optical components and the laaer

pulse length. respectively. A difficulty does arise with the inverse Raman

technique when a broadband dye laser is used for the anti-Stokes beam.

Roughness or irregularities in the intensity of the continuum, due mostly

to ctalon behavior of the optics in the laser and thermal gradianta in the

dy~ stream, can be of tileorder of the absorption signal, thus adversely

affecting spectral resolution and dc:ection sensitivity.

=crent an_ti-Stokesscattering (C4RS) and coherent S~.ekesReman scat-

tt?L~llx (C,SRS)93*94 (Fig. 11) occur BS Four+ave parametric processes in

~hf~il three waves, two at A : “~ frequency u
P
and me at either the StokeI.,

us B or anti-Skokea was frequency are ❑ixed in a sample to produce s coher-

ent beam at the anti-Stokes or Stokes freq~ency, respectively. Thn mixing

is greatly euhanced if the frequency difference between thu pump and the

Stokes or anti-Stokes frequenriea coincides wi~ila Reman activa mode of the

sample. Like inverse Raman scattering, CARS and CSRS can be produced at

incident power levels considerably below those requited for atlrnulatad

Raman ecatterfng. However, ei.ncc phase matching is required, possible

geometrical arrangements are limited.

Figure 16 depictn a CARS cxpcrinunt in ohock-comprcascd liquid benzana

And mixtures of benzene nnd pcrdcutel-ubcnzena(bcnzcna-d6)i95 The gaa gun

deacribcd previously waa uaad to accelerate a magnesium projvctila with an

8-mm rhlck, 304 stafnleas steel vatheud to a desired velocity. TIIa FYojec-
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tile struck a 2.1-mm thick 304 stainless steel target plate producing a

shock wave which ran fcrward into a 7.5 to 8.O-mm thick benzene (or

mixtuue) sample. Stainless steel was chosen because previous experience

has shown it to retain its reflectivity under st,ock compression. The state

of the shock-compressed samples was again determin.?dusing published shock-

velocity/particle-velocity data.86 Mixture dezsities were determined

according to volume fraction of benzene and benzene-d~. The timing

sequence for the reflected broadband CARS (RBBCARS) experiment differed

from that of BSRS experiments In thnt aluminum time-of-arrival pins

replaced the EeNe laser beam triggering system. Since the Ra~an

frequencies of the shock-compressed materials are iint precisely known, id

since we wished to produce CARS signals from retirethan one mode or species,

a broad-band dye laser, with a ‘bandwidth&qul\alent to the gain profile of

‘6 A portion of the 6 ne longthe dye, was r.sed as the !;tokes beam.

frc.quencydoubled Sd:YAG laser pulse was used to pump the dye laser. The

resulting two laser beams (dye and remaining pump) were passed through

separate Galilean telescopes and sent along parallel paths towards the

sample. The beams were focused ,lndcrossed (with approximately 1 mm length

of overlap) at a point approximately 4 mm in front of the rear sample wall

97 The beam crossing angle (phase-using a previously described technique.

matching angle) was tuned by adjusting the axial distance between the

para:lel beams using a precision translation stage on the dye laser beam

turnf.rgprism. The CARS beam was reflected out of che shocked sample by

the highly polished front surface of the target plate and along a path

parallel te the two incoming beams. After being separated from the pump

and Stokes beams using ● lang-wave-length-pass dlchroic filter, the b~am

was then passed through a dove prism and f’ocused onto the 75 ~~m wide

entrnnce slit of the spcctromt?ter. The dove prism was used to rotat~ the

image of the CARS signal so that nny beam movement yesulting from the

chnnglng position of the reflecting surface during the shock-compression

proc.?ss~ould translate to movement filong,rather than across, the dPCC-

tromcter entrnnce slit. The signals were detected at the exft of th~ spec-

trometer using s atlicon-intensified-target vidicon (13G&Par 1205D) coupled

to au optical multi--channelanalyzer (OMA) (WC-PAR 1205A).
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Figure 17 shows the OMA recorded RBBCARS signals for the

ring-stretching modes of benzene and benzene-de tn a 60% benzene, 40%

benzene-d6 (by volume) mixture, both at ambient conditions and shock-

cornpressedto 0.91 GPa. Also shown is the 253.652 nm Hg -ine in second

order used as a wavelength reference. The spectral data obtained using

R13BCARSshows no evidence for the presence beh?.ndthe shock of decomposi-

89 (at concentrations above the 10-20% level) havingtion product species

Raman active transitions within the vibrational frequency region spanned by

the gain profile of the dye (i.e., between 800 and 1100 cm-1)* In addi-

tion, the spectra obtained for the mixtures do not contain any evidence for

deuterium exchange reactions between the benzene species during the -1 us

after passage of the shock. If exchange had occurred, new peaks would be

evident between the benzene and benzene-de transitions. Measured

vibrational ring-stretching frequency shifts for benzene obtained using

RBBCARS and the shifts measured using BSRS as a function of shock pressure

ale shown in Fig. 14. The data indicate that the tko techniques measure

equivalent frequency shifts at equivalent shock pressures. Temporal res-

olution for the RBBCARS technique is determined by the laser pulse

duration. Sinca the beam crossing-angles required for phase matching are a

ff’w de8rces, spatial resolution is somewhat less than the confocal

p[trnmrter of the focusing lens (Table 11). This decrea~e in spatial res-

olution from that potentially availabl~ with inverse Raman scattering ita a

distinct di~advantage of CARS and CSRS, and will ultimately be a handicap

when trying to measure relaxation phenomena in the region immediately

hcllindthe shock front.

The rcnl advnntnge of CARS nnd CSRS experiments 1s tha l.or~e6catter-

ing intensity and beam-]lke nature of the signalti that enable trcmencious

discrimfnntton against background fluorescence and emission. CARS also

fl-equcncy discrimf,nntc:;against fluorerlcence interference. By proper

Snmpl,asel.ccti.on,Interf[rcnca frGui Lha non-resonant hnckground signals and

crona-tnlk between closely spaced linc~ cun be minimfzed. ~L}~A,l~~of the

large signsl-to--noise rntioa expected, detectf.on of 8pcci(?r3with

conccntrntionm down to part-per-hundred Ievelm shoulc!bo poi~siblc.
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A second RBBCARS geometry called reflected-broadband “BOX” coherent

anti-Stokes Raman scatterin~98 (RBBBOXCARS~ is presently being attempted in

a shock-compressed material. For RBBBOXCARS the two pump beams in the four

wave mixing process are brought together at some angle rather than being

collinear. If this technique is success~~l, the spatial resolution possi-

ble will increase considerably from that achieved with RBBCA.RS.

Raman-induced Kerr effect spectroscopy (RIKES)99 has been suggested as

92 for performinga diagnostic technique measurements in shock-compressed

systems which may have a large non-resonant background. Similar to in-

verse-Raman scattering, RIKES requires a sfngle frequency pump beam, a

broad-band probe source, no phase matching a~d lower incident power levels

than stinu]ated Raman scattering (Fig. 11). Appropriate polarization of

the input pump and probe beams results in a scattered probe beam whose po-

larization :[srotated at conditions of Raman reSOLlanCe. An analyzer placed

in the scattered pro’~e beam thus trausrnitslight only at differences in

frequency correspondin~ to Raman resonances. This arrangement ideally
0.

would give a large oignal intensity against a small background making it a

goo~ choice for the detection of species wt.th suall concentrations. In

shock application, however, two dlfficulttes could arise. The strained

shock-cornprcssedsample could exhibit bi.ref~f.ngcnccthat would rotate the

polarization of all of the incident probe frequencies, resulting in a large

unwanted background. The second problem arises in geometric ~rrnngcrncnt

considerations. Since a polarization analyzer 1s required in the output

beam, a straight line transmission arrangement is the mo~t logical choice

(Fig. 15). A second choice, shown ill Fig. 18 uBe8 an Rpparatua very

similar to the RBBCARS apparatus.100~101 The portion of the frcquency-

do~~blcd Nd:YAG laser beam that does not pump the dye laser 1s pasoed

through a Frcsnal rhomb to produce a beam of >9!3% ci.rculnr polarfznticn.

The dya laser beam (Stokes frequr?ncies)itipnsned through a hi~h qunlity

Clan-Taylor (nir-gap) prinm to produce a beam of -1 part in 106 Iinclr po-

larization. The two beams are focused and crosnnd in tha anmple at an

angle near (idegrees, gf.ving LIII overlap length of -“150 pm at tha focus.

The Stokes buarnis then reflected by the highly poli.sh~dfront Surface of

tlw tauget plate back through tha sample and along a path parallel to tha

incoming beams. A mirror acpnrntes the reflectad dya laser beam frcm tha
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.,

other beams and directs it first through a Babinet-Soliel polarization

compensator and then through a Glau-Taylor polarization analyzer. The

compensator was found to be necessary to remove the ellipticity introduced

into the Iiuearly polarized Stokes laser beam by the bitefringence inherent

in the optical components located between the polarizers, including the

ambient sample. When the two Glan-Taylor prisms are crossed, the dye laser

beam is blocked except at frequencies corresponding to Raman resonances,

where the RIKES signals are passed. These signals are directed through the

dove prism, focused into the entrance slits of the 1 m sp~~ctrometer end

detected by the OMA system.. If the crossing angle IS increased, temporal

and spatial resolutions for such an arrangement should be the laser pulse

length and the diffraction limit of the optical components used.

Figure 19 shows two RIKES 992 C L region spectra of benzene shock-

compressed to 1.17 GPa. Both traces have spectral features, however they

are not consistent and do not exhibit the pressure-induced frequency shift

expected for the benzene ring stretching ❑ode based on previous BSRS and

RBBCARS experiments. In addition the broadband signal at t}.edye frequency

suggests a shock-induced polarization rotation of the entire probe beam.

The conclusion re~lchedfrom ~,~eseexperiments is that while it may be pos-

sibie to per~orm RIKES In shock-compressed materials, the experiment will

be considerably more diffic~lt than techniques not sensi.ti~’eto the

absolute polarization of the lacer beoms. (Table TI).
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e. Brillouin Scatterin~ and Reflection Experiments. Brlllouin scat-

tering102,104 is the in~lastic scattering ci light from isentropic density

fluctuations or acouscic ‘~avesin a transparent medium. It is therefore a

probe of ~he low frequency exc .tations of the system, in contrast to Mman

scattering. The frequency shift of the scattered light is dependent on the

velocity of the acous:ic wave and the scattering angle. Similar to the

ordinary Raman effect, the scattering amplitude is small and, since Lhe

frequency shift is also sma?l, observation of Brillouin scattering without

a ~.d.ser excitation Sobrce Ss extremely difficult. In a milestone experi-
68,i05ment, Keeler et al. used the coherent scattering of light ~rom acous-

tic waves, or backward stimulated Brillouin scatter?.ng, to measure sound

velocities in shock-cou+ressed water and acetone. The experimental

arrangement is similar to that shown in Fig. 12 for backward stimulated

Raman scattering, only the sp~ctrograph is replaced by an interferometer

and Fabry-Perot j.nterferogramsare obtained in place of spectrograms. In-

terpretation of Brillouin scattf-ing data for shock-compressed systems

~equlres two corrections; one because the material particle velocity behind
.,

the shock wave results in a Doppltirfrequency shf.ftof both the incident

and scattered beams and a second because both the in~idcnt and scattered

beams pass through a moving density or index of refraction gradient in the

shock front. The frequency shift for Loth c,fthesticorrections is of the

same magnitude as the BriAlouin shift.

Reflection of visible wavelength light has been used to dctermfne the

index of refraction of shock-compressed materials 20,106-108 and to qualf.ta-
20,109tively examine the surface roughnass of ~hock and detonation vsves.

~;cncral),y,mcnsurements performed with shock ‘Aaves whosn thickncsse~ are

much less than thu wavQ length of the incident li~ht give values for the

index of rcfrnction of the ~hock-compressed matetial wh~ch are comparable

to thOHO messurcd using ~eometric methods. When the shock-wave thickness

or surfaco roughness npprnaches thr wave Icngth of thQ incid(!nt light a

more complex treatment in rnquircd to intc,rprctreflectance mensur~mentn.

Tha i.ndcxof reflection of molcculnc dielectrics 1s determined by the

c],ectricnlpol.nri~ibil,ltyof Cho mn+erf.al. l%e direct conncc~ton be~wcen

sl]ock-tndiicedpolarization aIIdchomf.cnlactivity and mechanical deformation
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processes through the shock front is still ambiguous.~lo Because electrical

or index-of-refraction measurements are bulk property values which can

average ovcz several microscopic effects, these kinds of experiments will

most likely require complementary information describing rhe structure,

energy transfer, and chemical activfty resulting from shock-compression.

Once some details of the microscopic processes are known, associations to

the optical ar.d electrical behavior will enable a more complete and

beneficial interpretation of these results.

qrt Wavelength ~iffraction Method&. Short wavelength techniques

L .MO distinct advantages when compared to most other diagnostics used

to explore shock-compression phenomenology: first, short wa~~elength

radiation in the form of x-rays or energetic electrons will penetrate

nOrIL)ally opaque ma’cerialsand second, the short wavelength radiation offers

a potential spatial resolution of the order of the radiation wavelength.

Johns~n et a~olll-lls and other investigators116-120 have used

flash x-ray di~fraction (FXD) to determine structural chang~s ~ sJ.tu for.—

materials subjected to large strcsse~ as a result of either shock compres-

sion or shap~d charge jet formation. In the experiment (Fig. 20) done at

T.awrence Livermore National Laboratory, nn x-ray beam incident on the

surface of the material to bc studied is discharged simultaneously with Lhe

arrival at the surface of an explosively dr?.ven shoclc front. This

simllltancitywas necessary as the penetration depth was small. ‘L”he

sctqttered radiation, reflecting crystal structure changes} is recorded at

the Bragg angle using either a scintillation detector12L or a film

122 Minimumcassette. x-ray pulse width achieved w?s of the order of

50 nsec. A major difficulty encountered with the experiment was the

innbility to discharge tl~e Blumlein x-ray source with sufficient timing

acc(lrncyto insure consistent synchronization with the shock-wavu arrival

Sdwaok.1,~23et al. are presently working on a tech-at the sample .surfi3cc.

118 The Livcrmorenl.q[lcto improve the timi.n~ [Iccurocyof the?r experiments.

FXD expe.rimcntwos used to show, for some materials, that crystalline order

t13 preserved through the ~.i~nckfront113 nnd to observe {I phi~:~eErnnsiti.on

rcslll.tingfrom ollock-cot)l[)rcsuic)[~,115
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Electron and neutron diffraction tec,,ciqueswould have a similar tim-

ing problem PIthough a new pulsed electron diffraction technique124

produces a shorte~, more accurately timed pulse. In the case of electron

diffraction, the small range, how{vsr, would probably necessitate placing

the beam s~urce and target in a vacuum cha~ber which wGuld be desuroyed

during each experiment.

In summary, whi.e short wavelength methods may potentially offer

desirable information, the difficulty in performing the experiments may at

this time far exceed the results which can be obtained.

B. Complementary Techniques

Complementary experiments, even though they may not be performed using

dynamic high pressure/temperature systems, can contribute significantly to

our understanding of shock-compression phenomenology. We have identified

at least three kinds ot experiments where static high pressure results can
,,

complement dynamic measurements.

1. Structure, Phase and Species Ident~ficatiou. Interpretation of—— —.

results from shock-compression experiments has frequently been difficult

becallse the behavior and characteristic identifying features, e.g. optical

spectra, for many materials are not known at high pressure and temperature.

The BSRS experiment described in section A.1.d. is a good example of this

lack. Figure 21 depfcts the Raman frequency shift measured for shock-

compressed benzene. Also, shown is the Raman shift determined under static

conditions in a heated diamond anvil cell where the phase of the benzene

could bc determined visually and by observing the phonon speccra.‘7 Only by

correlating the BSRS shifts in the dynamic experiments to the results

obtained statically where the phase was determined, could we positively

identify the shocked benzvnc as being in the liquid state. Since iolec~lar

energy levels i~ndconsequently observed spcctroscopi.cfeatures shift sig-

nificantly during shock-compression, identification of species through and

behind the sl-,)ckfront will require similar concomitant experiments.
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2. Reaction Phenomenology. Art abundance of— literature125-1”1 exists

describing conde~sed phase energy transfer and relaxation phenomenology at

ambient pressures and various temperatl~res, There is, however, a dearth of

studies showing behavior as a result of high ?ressure effects,142-145 of

large stress gradients, and of temperatures typical in shock-wave

environments. Under shock-compression, intra- and inter-molecular forces

will change considerably and non-equilibrium conditions may occur.

Chemical reactivity and other molecular processes may be dramatically dif-

ferent from that expected based on either extrapolations from ambient con-

ditions or thermodynamic equilibrium. A second kind of complementary ex-

periment is to study energy transfer phenomenology and rates at conditions

where molecular energy level shifts and “collision rates,” i.e. densities,

are comparable to those expected during shock compression. Even though

such experiments do not duplicate shock+’al * conditions they should provide

considerable insight regarding changes in collision-induced transition

probabilities and high density many-body ~ffects.

1,

Two experiments are suggested: one which studies the effects of

intermolecular forces on colllsional vibrational deactivation and a second

which looks at changes In vibrational transition probabilities resulting

from compressional shifts of molecular vibrational levels. Both experi-

ments use fast pulsed-laser techniques to stimulate and probe the molecular

sample. In comparable, actual shock-compression experiments, the

stimulating pulse may not be needed if the material translational

temperature is sufficiently high.

Ewing et al.125-130 in a series of experiments using both neat liquid

nitrogen aud mixtures of liquid nitrogen with small concentrations of

additives, measured the vibrational relaxation time of the pure material to

be slightly less than 1.min. Figure 22 shows a similar proposed fast

p~llsed-1.ascrexperiment using a high-pressure liamond-anvil cell. The pump

bcatnexcites the nitrogen molecule to the first vibrational level using

stimulated Raman scattering. The second delayed probe beam measures the

population d~cily of this level via spontaneous anti-Stckes Ram/In scatter-

ing. Presumably, as the pressure in the cell is increased, the relaxation

time will decrease.142-145 At sufficiently high density, the relaxation
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rate will be fast enough that if the measurement were made behind a shock-

front in a dynamic experiment, substantial population of the excited state

in equilibrium ~ith the translational temperature of the shocked material

would occur within a few mm of the front. The goal of the experiments is

to observe vibrational relaxation in a dense fluid obtained both by shock

compression and by a high-pressure cell. In this way one could separate

the effects of fluid structure

potentials (temperature).

The second experiment is

(density) from the effects of intermolecular

based on similar psec relaxation experiments

of Laubereau etal.146 and Fendt et al.147 and ultrasonic studies of

Takagi, et ~..135,137 ~hich ?t ‘dy the vibrational energy transfer in

substituted methanes. The lower vibrational energy levels and some

overtone and combination levels in the vicinity of the CH stretch levels

near 3000 cm-1 are shown ic Fig. 23 for dichloromethane, CH2C12. The

results of the studies show that after populating the CH stretch modes

using a psec infrared laser pulse (equilibration between the two modes is

very rapid) these levels decay through a weak Fermi resonance to an

overtone level of the bending modes. The presence of the Fermi resonanc~.

is deduced from a line in the infrared spectrum at 2832 cm-l due to the

first overtone of the V2 bending mode (Fig. 21). ~J1and v6 are the two CH

stretchir,gmodes and the peak at 2832 cm-1 is from 2V2C We believe that an

important aspect of energy transfer during shock compression and shock-com-

pression chemistry is how the e,~ergyflows through the vibrational degrees

of freedom, i.e., how they are populat~d from the translational energy of

the shock wave148$ 149 and if they are in equilibrium. In the case of the

above system, compression either ~lsingshock-wave techniques or statically

using a diamond-anvil cell, will i,~ducea relative shift in the VI, V6 and

V2 levels that should change the resonant coupling of the CH fuudarnental

levels and the V2 overtone. The relaxation time should change accordingly.

Experiments similar to that shown in Fig. 22 using CH2C12 and other

substituted methanes and psec laser spectroscopy can be used to study the

intra- or inter-tnoleculacrelaxation phenomenology at densities similar to

those existing during shock compression. At pressures of several kiloharsp

the molecules may not exist individually but as some other type of struc-

ture with rddfCally shifted energy levels. lnt.erprctationwo~ld require a
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theoretical approach which differs significantly from the frequently used

bimolecular CCI.MSLLU model.

3. Unique Features of Shoe!:-Compression. Definitive experiments are——

needed to elucidate the unique features of shock nompressl.on relating to

reactivity. Because the phenomena occur extremely rapidly over very small

distances and the stress gradients are large, observation of the

m?nroscopic behavior is dj.fficult.

Two complernenrary techniques or, actually, variations of shocl.c-com-

pression experiments, which might provjde some insight into behaviot in the

abrupt shock-front, are suggested. The first is to reduce the strength of

the shock wave to a pressure level characteristic of in~ipient reaction.

By doing this, the degree of reactivity may be lessened to :.h.atwhere the

region fmmedl.atelybehind the shock-front can be interrogated to reveal

evidel’ce of mechanisms in the front itself. ‘1’’t,esecond is tc condu~,t ex-

periments at reduced strain rates using ramp generator or rt.c!:;:(!? ~,~:.rain

.“
rate tect.niques. By spreading the elusive shock-front region.out :..Is~pace

and time to facilitate diagnosis one may be able to obseme t“ll~’‘dt?(:tofp,

large variable stress gradients on molecules and m.nterialstruct~~res. Both

of these methods would be used in conjunction with parallel static experim-

ents,

Lv. SUMMARY

Future development of diagnostic techniques for studying the

phenomenology of conclensed-phaseshock-.compre8scd molecular systems will

ptobably @VOIVC aS follows. InvestLgntors will continue to usc and refine

proven methods such as pressure ,,ndpsrticle velocity, electrical conduc-

tivity and r~covery cxpf!ri.mcnts to infer aapccts of shock-compression

behavior. Some of t!Ie more direct mc;lsurcmenttcchnlquest such am Rnman

scattering, will give spcciffc information about -~lnrk-.induccdreaction,

dccomposicion, phase changes, etc. ‘his information, when used in

conjunction with results of established methods, will provide insigl,tinto

the detallcd microscopic phenomenology through and immediately behind the

shock front. Complementary high pressure/high temperatu~e static
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measureaents will bE used to test diagnostic tools, determine structure and

energy transfer rates at approxi~ate shock-compression conditions and,

hopefully help to distinguish between shock and non-shock environments.

Two fundamental limitations for making experimental measurements in

the region through and immediately behind shock fronts are the maximum pos-

sible spatial resolution which can be achieved and the increased bandwidth

of fast temporal measurements. For -risible wavelength optical

measurements, the diffraction limit, or spatial resolution, is -1/2 p. For

subpicosecond temporal techniques, the bandwidth, or spectral resolution,

is several tens of wavenumbers.

In the near future, say five ye rs, we believe the evolution of diag-

nostic techniques will enable us to perform the following measurements: (1)

determination of vibrational and electronic energy levels ier many ehock-

compressed materials; (2) identification of material phases when shock-

cornpressed;(3) identification for many materials of chemical species

resulting from shock-induced decomposition, polymerization, reaction, etc.;

(4) determination of reaction-rate phenomenology for shock-compressed mate-

rials, i.e., how do rates and phenomenology change with larga compressions

and high temperatures?; and (S) measurement of some details of shock-front

structure possibly providing insight regarding the unique features of the

shock process. When the results of these measllrcments are coupled with

presently known information, the posblbilities lor increasing our phenome-

nologi,calunderstanding of the shock-compression process are numerous.

The authors wish ~o thank C. W. Caldwell for his assistance in per-

forming the shock-w experim~’nts and Mnry Ann Lucero for typing the

milnuucrlpt.
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TA.3LEA. E2fXXIOS/ABSORPTION/PLUOLESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY

Tee?.aiqtie Difficulties Advantages

=&sic> ‘=ission occ-:s along an optical Radiation measurement can give esti-
path. mate of temperature.

~ifficult in infrared because of Emission lines can give some indica-
iac”~of detector time resolution. tion of species.

hission lines appear agzinst a
bright background.

Absorption occurs along an optical Absorption band shifts can give es-
path. timate of structure charges.

Difficult in infrared because of Absorption bands can give some indi-
Iack of detector time resolution cation of species.
and bright emission background.

Absorption occurs fro= complicated
vibronic states uaking interpreta-
tion dif~icu:c.

Absorption couitiappear as a small
signal against large background.



optical Absorption band shifts can give
estimate of structure changes.

G~od temporal resolution

a mall Inproved detection sensitivity in
s;gna~ agaiasc lar~e background. Infrared.

XffLc~Lt to interpret 5ecause of Fluorescence can giY some indica-

=zjf variaoies.

Sigzal could a?pear
bright background.

tion of species.

a~ainst a Can measure Intra-level conversion
rates.

Can achieve some spatial resolution.

Enough intensity for psec time reso-
lution.



TABLE 11. MU&i SPECTROSCOPY

Te=poral Spatial
Zec?.r.i<ze 3esoAzion Resolution i)ifficulttes Advantages

(ns; (2)

-- -hco.aeze=:
SJoz:a3eims ;0 10 Low sensitivity limits

temporal and spatial res-
olution.

13-4-10-4

2000

Difficult in high emis-
sion background applica-
tions.

Difficult where fluores-
cence or photochemistry
occurs.

May require mall species
concentrations.

Could have competing
fluorescence effects.

Spatial resolution mar-
ginal.

High power levels re-
quired.

Limited detection capa-
bility (single mode and
species).

Can identify vibrational
spectra and species.

Can measure temperature.

Can identify vibrational
spectra and species.

Increased sensitivity com-
pared to spontaneous Raman
scattering.

Can identify single vibra-
tional spectra.

Good temporal resolutim.

Scattered beam comes back
along I>cident beam.



Yezporal Spa Liai
Yet?.ii:qtie Aesolucion 2esoiation Difficulties Advantages

(3s) (L)

Z=verge *F-4-:Au 3 ;0 Agpeacs as a small signal Can identify vibrational spectra
on large background. and species.

ti::-Szokes,
s:il-kes (CARS,

~o+-lo 1000 Phase matching
~~~j

:3ucAi3s: [1OOJ

10 Sensitive to
gence effects.

Othe= Complicated.

Does not require phase matching.

Good spatial resolution.

Good temporal resolution.

All Raman active molecules and
modes scatter.

No non-resonant background.

required. Can identify vibrational spectra
and species.

Spatial resolution adequate.

Good temporal resolution.

Good detection sensitivity.

All Raman active molecules znd
modes scatter.

birefrin- Can identify vibrational spectra
and species.

Does

Good

Good

not require phase matching.

spatial resolution.

temporal resolution.

All Rsman active molecules and
modes scatter.
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Non-Ri4mnn Active I.cvcls in MolecuLca Other Than Nitrogen.

.

t’i};urn23. Vihrutionnl Encr~y l,EVClrI) Some Owrtoncs and Combinations nnd

Infr[lrcdSpectrum: G112C12.132,137
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